INTRODUCTION
As distributed computing becomes more widespread, the need is emerging for formal proof techniques for distributed algorithms. Correctness questions of many algorithms are too complex to be settled easily. For example, a reasonable proof of correctness of the distributed minimum cost spanning tree algorithm of Gallager et al. [3] first appeared in [14] . A reasonable intuitive argument can often be made straightforwardly, while rigorous proof requires massive effort and great complexity. Existing proofs are often forced to operate at very low levels of systems, thus losing the sense of the original intuitive arguments. Moreover, it is often difficult to state precisely what is meant by correctness in the absence of good mathematical models. Thus it is vital to develop models which abstract away irrelevant details (such as the precise times at which events occur) and allow desirable properties to be expressed in an abstract setting with ample tools for building proofs.
Several abstract models for distributed systems have enjoyed wide success, notably Hoare's Communicating Sequential Processes [6] and Petri Nets [lo] . More recently, Lynch [7] successfully used an algebraic model called Event State Algebras to prove the correctness of a concurrency control algorithm. Essential to the proof technique was the idea of building a series of algebras connected by correctness preserving maps (hierarchical proof). Thus the correctness of the initial high level model of the algorithm implied the correctness of the final low level model. This approach has been further developed in various directions in [Z, 4, 8, 9, 131 . A limited notion of hierarchical proof of distributed systems was also developed by Sere [12] , but the underlying model was quite different.
This paper extends the Event State Algebra model to a more general model for distributed computation called Distributed Event Algebras, or D-algebras. D-algebras come with two notions of mapping to be used in hierarchical proofs. One (interpretations) operates on the level of actions (mapping executions to executions). The other (possibilities maps) operates on both the levels of actions and states (mapping each state of one system to a set of possible states of another).
An important feature of the D-algebra model is that it abstracts away considerations of precise time and deals instead with the order of operations. In fact, the order of operations local to different nodes may not need to be specified. In correctness proofs for sequential algorithms this issue does not arise but in distributed algorithms proofs often become bogged down in tricky timing considerations. D-algebras are less restrictive than many models of distributed computation in that they keep track only of those timing considerations that are truly relevent.
A D-algebra consists of a set of nodes, a set of states, and a set of partial operations from the global state space to itself. Each operation has a locality (the node performing the operation), and certain pairs of operations are said to be serial. That is, their order of execution is of importance. An execution of a D-algebra, rather than being a sequence, is a partially ordered set of operations. These defmitions are made precise in Sections 2 and 3. The notion of executions of distributed systems as partially ordered sets has appeared in the context of temporal logic
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In Section 4 we construct the history of an execution, analogous to the sequence of states that occur in a sequential system. For D-algebras, however, a history is a labeling of the finite initial subsets of the execution. This is the minimal information required to represent the states that occur as a system executes. In Section 6 we show that an execution can be replaced by one with minimal restrictions on the order of operations. In the final section we define mappings between D-algebras that can be used in hierarchical correctness proofs, and derive some of their basic properties.
One difficulty in modeling distributed systems is that a communication is really two operations-transmission and reception-which may be interlaced with other operations. Thus the execution of an operation at a given point in time may depend on the state of the system at a previous time. We give an example in Section 5 of how this two-step nature of communication can be modeled using D-algebras.
DISTRIBUTED EVENT ALGEBRAS
In this section an algebraic model for distributed computing is presented. The purpose of this model is to provide a sufficiently abstract environment to carry out proofs of properties of distributed systems. In particular, precise details of the timing of events in such a system have been abstracted away, while the minimal information required to order events is maintained. The model includes notions of mappings between systems, with which properties can be pulled back or pushed forward from simpler systems to more complex ones. One interesting feature is that executions are viewed as partially ordered sets rather than sequences of operations. The idea is that the order of execution of a pair of operations is often irrelevant.
DEFINITION 1.
A distributed euent algebra (or D-algebra) is a 6-tuple A = (P, S, I, 9, l$ -), where 1. P is a finite set of nodes.
2. S is a finite set of states.
ZC S (the initial states).
4. F is a set of partial maps from S to itself (operations). The domain of an operation ,f f 9 will be denoted by S(f).
5. j-:.9 + P is called the locality map. 6. -is a symmetric binary relation on 8. If f'-f', then ,f is said to be serial to .f'. The complement of -is denoted by +.
A distributed event algebra must satisfy Dl : If h ge 9, and i(f) = 1(g) then f -g.
D2:
If ,f + g and s E S(f), then s E 6(g) if and only if f(s) E 6(g).
D3
: If f + g and s E S(f) n 6(g) then f(g(s)) = g(f(s)).
As an example of how D-algebras can model distributed systems, we may consider P to be a set of processes in a distributed system. Each process p has a set of states S,, and P = flps p S,,. Each p also has a set of operations it can perform to change states-those operations f whose locality J(f) is p. For any given state sP at p, a fixed set of operations is enabled, independent of the states of other processes-those f for which i(f) =p and 3 E S(f): t, = sp or, equivalently, Vt: t, = sp a t E S(f). Execution of an operation at p, however, may change the state at other processes, typically by transmission of messages over communications channels.
The semantics of distributed systems are, in general, highly independent of the order of execution of many operations. In a D-algebra, operations for which the order of execution is significant are said to be serial. The first three axioms give minimum requirements for operations to be serial. By Dl, operations are serial if they have the same locality. D2 says they are serial if they affect each other's enabling. D3 says they are serial if the final state depends on the order in which they were executed.
In this setting we might add axioms to reflect the local nature of operations. For example, analogous to Lynch's local domains and local changes axioms [7] , we might have D4: If s E S(f) and sic/) = z,(~), then t E b(f) (local domains). D5: For any PEP and f ~9, if s, t e&f), s,(~) = tAcl.), and s,,= t,, then f(s), = f( t)P (local changes).
A consequence of the local nature of the execution of operations in such a system is that a process must be able to tell from its local state whether an operation is enabled. This is implied by axiom D4. The local state change at a node p caused by an operation executed at a node q should depend only on the original states at p and q, thus D5.
In such a setting, the set P of processes is generally given, possibly with some restrictions on which processes may communicate (hence which processes can affect each other's states). Specification of a particular type of system consists of imposing some restrictions on local state spaces and operations. For example, to model a system of communicating processes with bounded buffers, one needs local states that reflect the states of the buffers, operations that perform message transmission, and a restriction that these are the only operations that affect nonlocal states. The operations of transmission of a message and reception of a message would be required to be serial. We see an example of such a model in Section 5.
Specification of an algorithm then consists of the further specification of the state spaces and the local operations with their domains. Such a system executes nondeterministically, hence correctness must generally be stated in the form "for all possible executions, property X holds." We make the notion of an execution of a D-algebra precise in the next section.
In case P is a singleton set and Z contains a single element this definition is equivalent to Lynch's definition of an Event State Algebra. In general, however, even if every pair of operations is serial, D-algebras plus axioms D4 and D5 is a more restrictive model than Lynch's Event Algebras Distributed over P, due to axiom D5 when p # A(f). Moreover, the notion of serial operations is new here.
EXECUTIONS OF A D-ALGEBRA
The operations of a sequential system are executed in some (total) order. The operations of a distributed (nonsequential) system only seem to be executed in order when viewed in a particular space-time coordinate system. In fact, if we change space-time coordinates we may see a different sequence of events. Thus it is appropriate that an execution of a D-algebra be as independent of space-time coordinates as possible. This motivates the following definition. DEFINITION 2. An execution of a D-algebra A is a triple d = (Z?, <, I), where ,Y is a set, < is an irreflexive partial order on E, and I: E + 4 such that El: For every xeE, {y~E:y<x} is finite.
E2: Z(x)-Z(y) implies x=y or x<y or y<x.
Thus (E, < ) consists of a partially ordered set of actions, and 1 determines an interpretation of these actions by operations of the D-algebra. From these axioms it can be inferred that given a node p and execution 8, the operations of 8 that are local to p are executed sequentially. If 6" = (E, <, I) is an execution and x E E, we sometimes abuse the notation and say x E 8. Proof. Let x, y E gP. 2(/(x)) = I(f(y)) so I(x) m l(y) by Dl. Therefore, x=yvx<yvy<xbyE2. 1
Recall that a partially ordered set is well founded if it has no infinite decreasing sequence, and hence that every subset has at least one initial element. We next show that executions are well founded. This implies that d is filtered by its finite initial subsets which will allow us to define the history of an execution on a state. Proof. That 8 is well founded follows immediately from axiom El. Let G c E. Suppose B = {x E G : 13~ E G : y < x}, the set of initial elements in G, is infinite. P is finite so there is a p E P and an infinite subset B' of B such that for every XE B', L(l(x)) =p. By Lemma 1, B' is totally ordered by <, hence contains at most one initial element, a contradiction. 1
Note that if 6' is an execution, then the function v(x) whose value is the number of predecessors of x is a bound function, in the sense of Gries [S] , that is, x < y implies v(x) < v(y).
THE HISTORY OF AN EXECUTION
Executions are objects on the level of uninterpreted actions, independent of any interpretation of the operations as functions on state spaces. In this section we interpret executions as operations on the states of D-algebras. In sequential systems the notion of a state sequence makes sense. In an execution of such a system, from a given state there is always a well defined next operation, and hence a well defined next state. In a distributed system this is no longer true. Just as the operations only occur in a partial order, so must the states occur in a partial order. For a given execution, from a given state there may be several possible next states.
Recall that a subset F of a partially ordered set (E, <) is initial if for all x E E, and y E F, if x < y then x E F. Each initial subset F determines an execution, and at times we do not distinguish F from the execution it determines. We denote by N, the set of finite initial subsets of 8. N, is partially ordered by inclusion. Each element of N, corresponds to a possible finite stage in the execution of (8. 
(F)= F(s) if SEC?(&). If 6 is finite and valid from s, then we define the value b(s) of d at s to be a,(E). If R c S, then d(R) = {8(s) : SGR A s~6(6)}. If Rc6(6), then d is validfrom R. If 6 is valid from Z, we simply say it is valid. Given R E S, TG S is computible from R if Vt E T : 36, finite, s E R : t = J?(s). T is computable if it is computable from I.
The computable states are those that can be reached as the result of valid computations starting from initial states.
AN EXAMPLE: COMMUNICATION OVER A CHANNEL
To make these definitions concrete, we describe a D-algebra that models a protocol for communication over a channel. In this example, a sequence of symbols is being transmitted from one node to another. We assume that symbols are received in the order in which they are sent and are taken from some finite alphabet 2. The possibility of data loss exists if a symbol is received before the previous symbol has been saved. When this occurs, the receiver is capable of sending a restart signal to the transmitter. To account for transmission delays, we model the transmission of one symbol by two operations, a send and a receive. We then incorporate the sequence of symbols that has been sent, but not yet received, as the second component of the state space of the receiver. In the following, a state is a pair of pairs. We abuse the notation and write (s, I, u, u) for the pair of pairs ((s, r), (u, v) ). N denotes the set of natural numbers. N recv and send,,,,,,, -recv,,,,, , are forced by axiom D2. In Fig. 1 an execution of A is described by a directed vertex labeled graph. Figure 2 gives the history of this execution.
S(send,) = {(write, t)) x S, J(recv,,.,,,,, )={(s,k):k2l}xS, &recover) = {(restart, t)) x S, G(recv) = S, x ((u, IX) : X E Z+ } G(save)=S, x ((b, u) : bEC} &send,,,,,,, )=S, x {(err, v)} send,(write, t, u, a) = (write, t, u, ctb) recv(s, t, read, bol) = (s, t, b, c() rerv(s, t, c, bee) = recv(s, t, err, bcr) = (s, t, err, a) save(s, t, b, v) = (s, t, read, v) send,,,,,,,(s, k, err, v) = (s, k + 1, read, v) recv,,,,,,,(s, k, a, v) = (restart, k -1, u, v) recover(restart, t, 24, v) = (write, t, z4, v) A(send,) = I(recv,,,,,,,) = E.(recover) = p, i(recv) = I(save) = EL(send,
,
MINIMIZATION OF EXECUTIONS
In this section it is shown that attention can be restricted to a certain class of executions, the minimal executions. These are executions in which as few restrictions as possible are put on the order of operations. 
The partial order in d is a refinement of the partial order in p(b).

6(d) =&p(Q)).
rf d is finite and s E 6(g), then p(b)(s) = C(s).
Proof
Let d = (E, <, I). We define <' to be the transitive closure of ((x, y) : x, y E E A x -C y A I(x) -I(y)}, and let p(b) = (E, <', I). Clearly < ' is an irreflexive partial order (since < is), and p(B) satisfies the first two assertions of the theorem. We must show that p(b) satisfies axioms El and E2 for an execution, and the remaining two conclusions of the theorem. We now prove the last two assertions of the theorem. Every initial subset of 8 relative to < is also an initial subset relative to < ', so N, c NpC8). By the uniqueness of the history function, cd = cpCBj on N,. In particular, a,(E) = rrp&E). The theorem follows. 1
The set of finite minimal executions of a D-algebra A is denoted by $(A) (or simply by .!@ if there is no ambiguity). 5 embeds naturally in 4 as the set of one node executions. Let 6' = (I!?, <, I) be a finite execution and let 8' = (E', <', I') be an arbitrary execution. We define the composition 8'8 as follows: Let x <" y if either X, YE,!? and x<y, or x,y~E' and x<'y, or xeE and GEE'. Let f"(x)=l(x) if x E E and l"(x) = I'(x) if x E E'. Let I' * 8 be the execution (I? u E, <", I"), which 
Zf SE s(&') and &(s)E S(S'), then s~&b'd). Zf 8' is finite as well, then (d'B)(s)=b'(b(s)).
Thus the map from # to the set of partial maps on S is a homomorphism of monoids. The assertion follows.
2. Follows from the first assertion and Theorem 2. 1
SIMULATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES MAPS
Much of the power of the theory of D-algebras lies in the ability to successively abstract away properties of systems using hierarchical proofs of correctness. We start with a system A, modeled as a D-algebra, for which we would like to prove some property. We then design a sequence of successively simpler D-algebras B,, B 2, . . . . B,, connected by a sequence of maps which preserve the property in question, and prove the property for B,. This approach has been used successfully in correctness proofs for nested transaction systems [7] using the Event State Algebra model, as well as in proofs using quite different models Cl, 121.
In this section we discuss two kinds of mappings between D-algebras. The first, interpretations, relate D-algebras on the level of executions, independent of their interpretation as state change functions. The second, possibilities maps, consist of a validity preserving interpretation and a map from global states to sets of global states. If we know the state of one system, then, upon weakening restrictions, we may only know several possibilities for the state of a second system. Here we understand the empty set as defining the identity function on the state space of any D-algebra.
We can extend h to #. This is done by mapping an execution to the disjoint union of the images of the labels of its elements and adding enough relations to preserve the relations of the original execution. More precisely, let Q = (E, <, I) be an execution of A. The condition on serial operations is equivalent to the condition that this induced map take executions to executions. This condition does not hold for an arbitrary h.
For example, consider the following interpretation, described pictorially by representing executions as labeled graphs, with the name of the element of an execution written above the vertex and its label below:
Interpretations are not quite homomorphisms between the monoids of minimal executions, since minimal executions may not map to minimal executions. As we next see, however, when executions are interpreted as functions on states, interpretations do act as homomorphisms. The induced map p 0 h is a homomorphism of monoids. 
p(h(p(d))) = p(h(d)).
p(h(b6'))=p(h(d))p(h(b')). 4. For every t E T, h(db')(t) = h(6) h(C)(t).
Proof:
1. These two executions have the same underlying set, so it suffices to see that their partial orders are identical. This follows from the fact that the partial order on h(b) is a refinement of the partial order on /Q(b)), which in turn follows from the fact that the partial order on B is a refinement of the partial order on P(8).
For every I E T, O(b))(t)
= p(~(p(O))(~) = M(b))(t) = h(tP)(t). 3. We have by construction that h(6 * 8') = h(l) * h(6'), so p(h(bb')) = p(h(p(b * 8'))) = p(h(6 * 8')) = p(h(6) * h(C)) = h(b) h(8'). Pl: h(l) is a valid execution whenever 8 is a valid execution.
For every t E T, h(&&')(t) = p(h(bb'))(t)
=
P2: JE a(Z).
P3: Ifs E S(f) and l E a(s), then t E @h(f)) and h(j)(t) E o(f(s)) (see Fig. 3 ).
By induction on the size of a finite execution, we can prove the following extension of axiom P3. LEMMA 
Zf (a, h) is a possibilities map, 8' is an execution of its domain, s E 6(d), and t E o(s), then t E &h(b)). Zf, moreover, 6' is finite, then h(b)(t) E o(f(s)).
A possibilities map models complex executions of its range by single operations on its domain. Given the D-algebra B for which we wish to prove some property, we find a D-algebra A which is simpler than B, and a possibilities map rc: A -+ B of a type preserving the property in question. We are then reduced to proving the 
